TRAINING PLAN MODERATE/SEVERE FOOD AGGRESSION – WEEK TWO & BEYOND

AGGRESSION OVER FOOD BOWL AND/OR DELICIOUS CHEW TOYS (DCTS)

1. AVOIDANCE
   Do not pet dog, enter cage/run or remove food bowl or DCT while the dog is eating or chewing on a toy or treat. Chew toys should be of low value (not delicious like a pig’s ear or bone) or very short lasting.

2. SAY PLEASE PROGRAM (see doc)

3. FOOD OR DCT TRAINING (1-2X daily, 5-7 days a week)
   During week two, start with training program for food or DCT aggression (see document). If the dog is aggressive over BOTH food and DCTs, begin with the DCT training plan. Once you can pick up the dog’s food bowl safely and without aggression, begin the DCT training plan.

4. RETRIEVE TRAINING (1-2X daily, see doc)